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Azure Multi-Cloud Security POC
How can I get a centralized view of my environment regardless of the location?

BDO Digital will deploy a framework that will centralize how you secure, monitor, and manage
servers across 3 clouds. The deployment will simplify your IT Security landscape.

Manage Risk
Centralize visibility of all
servers to allow for
proactive security
measures
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Attract Technical Talent
Establish modern security
best practices that are
expected from your clients
and IT staff, and simplify
the training needed to
support the organization

Improve Business Continuity
Establish consistent
processes that maintain
environment uptime
and retain a positive
user experience

Delivery Approach: Azure Multi-Cloud Security POC
How can I get a centralized view of my environment regardless of the location?
BDO Digital will deploy a framework that will centralize how you secure, monitor, and manage servers across
Azure, Microsoft 365 and Dynamics 365 clouds.

Security Snapshot
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Environment
Discovery

Deployment

Onboard

Discovery of existing
environment and
select up to 25 servers
across all three clouds

Deploy Azure Arc,
Azure Security Center
for centralized
management

Integrate technical
components, establish
consistent
organizational
structure, and
automate processes

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Overall Secure Score

Breakdown by Server
 Vulnerability
 Configuration
 Best Practices
 Recommendations

Architecture Diagram
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